
Christmas mail
Instructions No. 2044

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 2 Hours 30 Minutes

This cute decoration represents an envelope and is addressed to the Christ Child. You can also make
this noble envelope and fill it with a personal message for one of your loved ones. Who is not happy
today about a beautiful individual letter in the age of digital media?

This is how the Christmas post is made:
Print out the template and transfer it to the Felt. The best way to do this is with a line-ex pencil or sewing chalk, as the lines
disappear again or can be wiped away with a damp cloth. Cut everything to size 

Cut the buttonhole slit cleanly. First sew on the button. Then close the sides by hand and sew around the buttonhole. You
can use one Fineliners to write lettering or sayings on a white one and cut Paper it to size. Also cut Felt and Kraft paper trim
to create a label. Stick the layers on top of each other and then stick it on the envelope.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

658324-35 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmBordeaux 1

658324-78 Textile felt, 45 x 30 cmGrey 1

398749-01 Warp yarnWhite 1

644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1

762724-02 Pigma Micron SetSize 0,45 mm 1

Textile felt, 45 x 30 cm, Bordeaux

2,99 €
(1 m2 = 22,15 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/textile-felt-45-x-30-cm-a28115/
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